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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we have shown how a qualitative analysis
can provide good input to a risk reduction design
problem. Traditionally qualitative analyses such as the
FMEA can be supplemented by qualitative fault trees and
event trees to produce logic models of the accident
sequences for the diflerent design options, These models
can be compared using rule-based manipulations
of qualitative branch point probabilities. A qualitative
evaluation of other considerations such as collateral Safq
effects, operational impacts and worker-safety impacts can
provide a more complete picture of the trade-off between
options. We believe that our risk-reduction analysis
approach that combines logic models with qualitative and
possibility metrics provides an excellent tool fw
incorporating safety concerns rapidly and effectively into a
conceptual design evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study illustrates the use of qualitative analysis
and possibility theory to compare the effectiveness of two
competing designs for proposed safety upgrades to a
system. The study evaluates the risk reduction achieved
in thermal runaway accidents for an accelerated aging
environmental test chamber for nuclear munitions
(hereaiter called the AAU). The two proposed competing
heating-system upgrades are called the First Principles
(FP) and the temperature-interrupter-sensors (TIS)
modifications. The technical approach is to evaluate the
risk from thermal runaway events for a single current AAU
chamber as a base line and then to evaluate the risk
reductions achieved by both of the proposed changes.
Although, the principal focus of these upgrades is
thermally induced accidents, we also examined the effLct
of the modification son mechanically, electrically, and fire-

induced accidents to ensure that the proposed
modifications do not have a pejorative effect on these
risks.

The Department of Energy uses the AAU to expose
nuclem weapons and weapon components to variable
temperature cycles for prolong periods to simulate long-
term weapons stockpile-to-target sequence and aging
effkcts. Electrical resistance heaters are used to heat the
interior of the current AAU chamber. Temperature is
controlled by a microprocessor/computer controller
(MCC) during operation. This controller is designed to
hold the temperature within preset limits that are well
below the threshold for high explosive (HE) violent
reaction (13O°C). In addition, two resistance temperature
detectors (RTDs) operate alarms and interrupters that trip
power to the heaters in the event that the temperature set
point for the RTD is exceeded. The current RTDs
operate independently but do not have the component
isolation desired in safety-class systems. Because thermal
or explosive plutonium release or even nuclear yield may
result from AAU temperature runaway, 2 possible
upgrades to the present AAU heater system W=
considered in order to fiu-ther reduce the likelihood
for these accident outcomes.

The first proposed upgrade option, the TIS
modification, only involves adding a more reliable
shutdown configuration of three diverse, independent, and
separated temperature channels servicing three interrupters
to the current system. In contrast, the FP system option
proposes replacing the electrical resistance heaters with an
ethylene glycol (EG) based 2-stage heat exchanger.



II. RISK FOR THE CURRENT AAU

In this study, we made qualitative estimates of the
fi-equency of thermal runaway accidents for the three
diRerent AAU chamber configurations. Frequency and
conditional probability estimates were made for the
accident-sequence events, and a rule set was used to
combine frequency and conditional probability to estimate
the fi-equency of the accident sequences. The tlequency
scale used is the familiar Department of Energy (DOE)
scale: Anticipated (A), Unlikely (U), Extremely Unlikely
(E~, and Beyond Extremely Unlikely (BEU). The
probability scale is in descending likelihood: Likely (L),
Not Likely (NL), Highly Unlikely (HU), Nearly
Impossible (NI), and Impossible (IM). Each accident
sequence consists of an initiating-event fi-equency and
several conditional probabilities. The frequency of the
accident sequence is the result of combining the tkquency
and conditional probabilities to give an overall accident
fi-equency. This was done using the rule set shown in
Table 1. The use of this table to generate accident-
sequence tiequency estimates from conditional
probabilities may not be obvious to all readers, so a short
explanation is in order.

The reader should also refa to the event tree shown
in Fig, 1 during this explanation. In our analysis, we
assumed that the initiating event in the event tree
(Increasing AAU Chamber Temperature) has a flequency
in the anticipated range (A). Each branch point in the
event tree also has a conditional probability of failure
associated with it. For example, the failure branch
associated with the branch point “Controller Limits
temperature to normal range” has a failure probability in
the not likely range. These conditional probabilities were
generated by the analysts based on their judgment of the
likelihood of each failure event. The accident-sequence
ti-equencies are estimated by iterative application of the
rule set in Table 1 beginning with the initiating-event
fi-equency anticipated. The result of combining the
initiating event with tlequency anticipated and the fmt
conditional probability in the event tree with a probability
of not likely, is an intermediate fi-equencyvalue unlikely
as can be seen in Table 1. Combining this intermediate
frequency unlikely with the next conditional probability
of highly unlikely (failure of the event “Shutdown system
fi.mctions before 130”C”) results in another intermediate
tkequency value, now including two conditional
probabilities as well as the initiating-event frequency.
Thk intermediate frequency value is found horn the table
by locating the intersection of unlikely frequency (the
value of the f~st intermediate frequency) and the highly
unlikely conditional probability (the value of the second
branch failure probability). The result is an overall value
of extremely unlikely. Using this process, all the

conditional probabilities are combined with the initiating
frequencies to produce the accident-sequence frequencies.

We used the current AAU configuration as a baseline
against which we compared the proposed modifications.
Thermal runaway in the current configuration of the AAU
chamber is modeled in the event tree in Fig. 1. In this
event tree, a “yes” answer to the question at the top of the
tree results in an up branching, a “no” results in a down
branching. When the question is irrelevant, no branch
occurs. Our qualitative single-value estimate of the
likelihood of each “no” branch (which corresponds to
failure events) is shown. The initiating event, which is
increasing AAU chamber temperature, is considered
anticipated because it is a normal part of the AAU
chamber testing procedure. The failure of the controller
was estimated to be a not likely event based on
operational experience with such controllers in other
applications. The failure of both RTDs was estimated as
highly unlikely. No credit was taken for operator
intervention in this conilguration as is shown by the
likely conditional probability of failure of operator action.
The occurrence of thermal and explosive plutonium
dispersal (PD) given thermal runaway is likely, whereas
the occurrence of nuclear detonation yield (NDY) is highly
unlikely. The resulting accident-sequence frequencies m
extremely unlikely for thermal and explosive PD and
beyond extremely unlikely for NDY.

Rather than depending on a single-value for each
sequence event, the qualitative measures of likelihood and
frequency may be used to capture some of the analysts
uncertainty regarding NDY with possibility theory. The
use of possibility theory in hazards analysis has been
discussed at length previously (l). The idea is to assign
a possibility value on [0,1] to the different qualitative
frequency or likelihood intervals for each event in the
accident sequence. These assignments reflect the belief
of the analyst concerning which intervals are most
appropriate. As an example, consider path 7 in Fig. 1.
Table 2 lists illustrative values for the possibilities that
the different intervals are appropriate. A value of 1 means
strong belief, while a value of zero means no belief in that
assignment. If the events in the accident sequence are
independent, then the possibility values for the difi%rent
events in the accident sequence are combined using
Table 1 as a rule base and the max-min rule. The

calculation for path 7. of the event tree is shown in
Table 2. Each of the possibility distributions for the
values of the branch probabilities in the path 7 is shown
under the likelihood heading. The intermediate
fi-equenciesfor each of these branch points is shown under
the tlequency heading to show the propagation of the
possibility distribution through the event tree. The final
frequency for path 7 is the last row under the frequency
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heading. The tlequency interval of U has a possibility
of .2, EU has a possibility of .3 and the possibility
for BEU is 1.0. This means that BEU is thought to be
fully possible, while EU and U are believed less strongly.

I III. RISK REDUCTION COMPARISON FOR
PROPOSED SAFETY UPGRADES

The TM concept increases the diversity and
redundancy of the emergency shutdown sensors to reduce
the risk of a thermal runaway in the AAU chamber,
Therefore, the event tree for the TIS in Fig 2. looks like
the event tree for the base case but has a lower failure
probability for the shutdown function. The TIS
conceptual design specifies a reliability of 0.999 for the
function, a value that is reflected in the event tree by a
nearly impossible conditional probability for shutdown
system failure. The rest of the event tree is the same as
for the baseline case. The results of this change are that
thermal and explosive PD and NDY all have a frequency
of beyond extremely unlikely.

The possibility matrix for the TIS system is not
included here, but the lowering of the shutdown failure
results in a possibility of O. for the frequency interval
of U, a possibility of.2 for EU and a possibility for BEU
of 1.0. These changes mean that in regards to NDY, the
TIS system is believed saver than the present AAU
system.

The FP concept, shown in Fig. 3, uses the large
value of the latent heat of vaporization of an EG/water
mixture to reduce the risk of a thermal runaway in the
AAU chamber. Because the FP system incorporates
many new components, such as pumps, holding tanks,
compressors, and a convective evaporator into a new
system, additional analysis was performed to assess its
performance. Figure 3 is actually a very simplified
schematic. The convective evaporation system utilizes 2
series compressors, 2 ethylene glycol heaters, and bypass
and drainage piping. In addition, the expansionlstorage
tank has provisions for replacing lost water as well as
tank-discharge ventilation piping and filtering.

I
First, a master logic diagram (MLD) of the thermal

runaway accident (not shown) was constructed to indicate
the types of failures or events that might initiate or
contribute to an increase in the AAU interior temperature

Second, a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
was performed to ensure that all the components
important in thermal runaway were identified. The effats
of the faults were classified as either operational or
contributing to an accident sequence. “Operational”
means that the fault has no apparent safety implications as

described in the conceptual design. Those faults that did
contribute to a thermal runaway always required other
failures or faults to enable the accident.

The event tree shown in Fig. 4 was developed based
on the FMEA, MLD, and on the calculations mentioned
above. In this event tree, we assumed that the controller
and temperature shutdown systems are similar in
reliability to the current configuration shown in the event
tree in Fig. 1. The main difference in logic is that the
boiling point (BP) of the working fluid must be elevated
above the HE temperature threshold for initiation to occur.
Working fluid temperature elevation may occur as a result
of an increase in the thermal capacity of the fluid or
because of an increase in the convective evaporation
system loop pressure.

The logic for the boiling point elevation (BP) failure
was developed using thermal-capacity-increase and
pressurization fault trees to identi~ the types of events
that would be required for a thermal runaway in this
configuration. In the concentration-increase fault tree, we
found that gross errors in filling the makeup tank with
glycol instead of water are required to increase the
concentration of the glycol to levels of interest. Similar
errors have occurred in industrial situations. A
concentration increase because of evaporation of the water
horn the mixture is another possible mechanism, but it
requires a singular lack of attention by the operators.

The pressurization fault tree shows possibilities,
including the obvious line or filter plugging. Independent
plugging of several components is probably not credible,
but a common-cause plugging from some out-of-
specification fluid condition in the system is conceivable.
Another possibility would be plugging from the outside
by blowing sand, snow, or ice. The design of the
common vent outlets on the roof should consider these
external-plugging modes.

Additionally, hydrostatic over-pressurization
sufficient to raise the working fluid boiling temperature
may occur if the FP ventilation system is filled with
water. Because several FP ventilation systems are
interconnected, this failure can only occur if all the
individual ventilation systems are tilled. The only source
of water sufficient to supply this large volume appears to
be a flooded roof, with the ventilation line(s) acting as a
water siphon to draw water into the parallel ventilation
systems. This situation should be precluded in the
design. Based on the BP and pressurization fault trees,
we assigned a probability of nearly impossible for the
event-tree BP top event. Nearly impossible corresponds
roughly to a 0.001 or smaller probability of occurrence.
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As done for the present AAU event tree, we replaced

qualitative single-values with possibility values on [0,1]
for each event in the accident sequence. The calculation
for NDY-consequence path (path 7) of the FP system
event tree is shown in Table 3. Each of the possibility
distributions for the values of the branch probabilities in
path 7 is shown under the likelihood heading. The
intermediate tlequencies for each of these branch points is
shown under the frequency heading to show the
propagation of the possibility distribution through the
event tree. The final frequency for path 7 for the initial F P
upgrade option is the same as for the TIS option.
Namely, the frequency interval of U has O possibility, EU
has .2 possibility, and BEU has a possibility of 1.0.

The FP concept can be improved firther by using a
pure fluid having a boiling temperature lower than pure
EG in the place of the EG mixture. This would eliminate
the concentration accidents, leaving only the less likely
pressurization accidents as possible defeats of the system.
Fluids that meet the specification for this application may
be available as heat-pipe working fluids. Alternatively, a
fluid density monitor having set-point alarms can be
added to the FP system to reduce, but not eliminate, the
possibility for concentration errors. As shown in Table 4,
eliminating or reducing the likelihood for these human
errors results in the belief that only a BEU frequency is
fully possible.

Although we did not determine the risk-reduction,
supplementing or replacing the relief valve with a rupture
disc, which has a very high reliability, would reduce the
likelihood of pressurization fhrther, Virtually the only
failure mode of interest in this study for a rupture disc is
installation of the wrong disc.

Table 5, provides a comparison for the NDY path
frequencies for all of the AAU design options considered
by this analysis.

IV, QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTE EVALUATION

In our analysis, we addressed the effkt of the
modifications on the tlequency of thermal runaway in a
systematic way. Another factor in evaluating these
modifications is the perceived effectiveness of the
modifications. Both of the proposed modifications result
in ve~ low predicted frequencies for thermal runaway
accidents. The FP accident frequency is lower than that
resulting from TIS modification, but both make the
occurrence of the accident very remote. Risk reduction fx-
thermal runaway is not the only criterion that should be
used in evaluating these proposed modifications. We also
have included a qualitative examination of a fw other

criteria that are more diftlcult to measure but should be
included in an evaluation of the modification options.

Some of the qualitative aspects of the modKications
that we considered included perceived risk, collateral risk,
worker safety, and operational impact. Perceived risk
reduction is the perception of risk that increases the feeling
of confidence in the safety of the process. The effkctthat a
modification for one accident sequence has on other
accidents is called “collateral risk.” System
modifications may have a negative impact on worker
safety even if they reduce public risk. These three
evaluations combine to form a qualitative total safety
evaluation. In addition to these safety considerations, we
provided a qualitative evaluation of the et%ct of the
modifications on the operation, maintenance, and cost d
the AAU chamber, including downtime for the
modification and permanent operational impact. The
evaluation of collateral risk is included in this paper as an
example of our process. The other attributes mentioned
above were evaluated similarly.

A modification to a safety system designed to address
a particular accident could have an unintended adverse
et?kct on another accident sequence, what we called
collateral risk. This efi%ctcould be high, medium, low,
or none. We have examined the FP and TIS for collateral
effects leading to increases in the risk from mechanically
or electrically caused HE initiation. We found no
collateral safety etlkct.sfor the TIS and rate it as none.
The FP modification is more complex. For example, this
modification could introduce an electrically conducting
pathway from the roof to the AAU chamber through the
vent and fluid piping. Adding isolating insulators to the
potential path can eliminate this effixt. The FP
introduces a new fluid into the AAU chamber and hence
creates the possibility of weapon damage tlom leaking
fluid. This is probably not a serious safety concern, but it
could have a major operational effect. The FP heating
pipes inside the AAU chamber are subject to &zing
according to the conceptual design. This could introduce
the possibility of mechanical damage to a weapon tlom
fragments generated by pipe burst. This potential is
minimized by the protection offered by the spill plate and
by the inherent design of the pipe to ensure drainage when
the system is shut down. The AAU chamber spill plate
should be sized and positioned to catch both EG and
(retiigeration) evaporator fluid. Overall we rate the FP
collateral safety effect as low.

The qualitative attribute evaluations discussed above
are summarized in Table 6. These results indicate that in
this situation, both options have strengths and
weaknesses, and the choice of a modification depends on
which is the most important to the decision makers.
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If the decision makers want to preclude all fiture safety
perceived risk reduction evaluation in Table 6 is an issues
associated with an electric heater, then the important
measure. This clearly discriminates between the two
options and favors the FP system. When the overall
safety evaluations for the TIS and FP options m
compared, the TIS option holds a small, but possibly
insignificant, advantage over the FP option. This
suggests that when all risks are taken into account, the FP
option may not offbra significant advantage over the TIS
options. The TIS option clearly holds a significant
advantage in the overall system impact because it requires
less extensive modification. To summarize, the FP
option offers the perception of greater safety but introduces
some collateral safety concerns, significantly greater costs,
and potential operational penalties when compared with
the TIS option.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown how a qualitative analysis
can provide good input to a risk reduction design
problem. Traditionally qualitative analyses such as the
FMEA can be supplemented by qualitative fault trees and
event trees to produce logic models of the accident
sequences for the different design options. These models
can be compared using rule-based manipulations
of qualitative branch point probabilities. A qualitative
evaluation of other considerations such as collateral stiety
effwts, operational impacts and worker-safety impacts can
provide a more complete picture of the trade-off between
options, We believe that our risk-reduction analysis
approach that combines logic models with qualitative and
possibility metrics provides an excellent tool
for incorporating safety concerns rapidly and effectively
into a conceptual design evaluation.

IncreasingAAU Controller limits Shutdown system Operate! sh.tsdow. No Violent High No NDY Path Outcome
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Fig. 1. Event tree for thermal runaway in the baseline configuration.
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Fig. 2. Event tree for thermal runaway with TIS.
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Fig. 4. Event tree for thermal runaway with FP system.

Table 1. Frequency-Conditional Probability Rule Set

Frequency

A u EU BEU

L A u EU BEU
Probability NL u EU BEU BEU

HU EU EU BEU BEU
NI EU BEU BEU BEU
IM BEU BEU BEU BEU
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Table 2. Possibility Frequency Expression for Present AAU System Event Tree NDY Path

Event Likelihood Frequency

L NL HU NI IM A u EU BEU

ncreasing AAU Temp 1 0 0 0

;ontroller Limits Temp 0.3 1 0.2 0 0 0.3 1 0.2 0

;hutdown System Functions 0.2 0.4 1 0.2 0 0.2 -0.3 1 0.2

)perator Shutdown 1 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.6

Jo Violent Reaction 1 0.4 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.6

JoNDY o 0.2 1 0.6 0.1 Path 7 0 0.2 0.3 1

Table 3. Possibility Frequency Expression for Original-Design FP Upgrade Event Tree NDY Path

Event Likelihood

L NL]HUINIIIM

Increasing AAU Temp I I I I ~

Controller Limits Temp 0.3 1 0.2 0 0 0.3 1 0.2 0

Shutdown System 0.2 0.4 1 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.2
Functions

Operator Shutdown 1 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.6

Boiling Point of Fluid o 0.2 0.4 1 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 1

No Violent Reaction 1 0.4 0.2 0 0 0 0.2 0.3 1

No NDY o 0.2 1 0.6 0.1 Path 7 0 0 0.2 1
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Table 4. Possibility Frequency Expression for Pure Fluid FP System Event Tree NDY Path

Event 1 Likelihood I I Freauencv i
.“.

L NL HU NI IM A u EU BEU
lcreasing AAU Temp 1 0 0 0

ontroller Limits Temp 0.3 1 0.2 0 0 0.3 1 0.2 0

hutdown System 0.2 0.4 1 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.2
unctions

perator Shutdown I 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.3 1 0.6

oiling Point of Fluid o 0 0.6 1 0.2 0 0 0.3 1

“o Violent Reaction 1 0.4 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.3 1

“o NDY o 0.2 1 0.6 0.1 Path 7 0 0 0 1

Table 5. NDY Possibility Frequency Expression Comparison for all AAU Options

Option I Frequency

I A I u I EU I BEU

Present AAU confkmration o 0.2 0.3 1

TIS upgrade option I o I o I 0.2 I 1
I

I 1 I I

FP upgrade option (original design) o 0 0.2 1
I

FP upgrade option (pure working fluid) o 0 0 1

Table 6. Summary of Qualitative Attribute Evaluation

Evaluation Criterion Evaluation FP Evaluation

Perceived Risk Reduction Low
Overall Safety Impacts

‘“‘“““?$’$’~?vl$z$~e
.’:qMQMd!\l\ii%f*=[ Low

Collateral Safety Effects None Low
Worker Safety Effects None Low
Environmental effects I None I Low

Overall System Impact
.. :*,.4$$1

I!??,,,,,,LQM::::X!l High

Installation Downtime

Installation Cost
Pntential (hwratinnnl llffertc H%=la!E


